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A mood tracker is a great way to detect triggers +
learn more about your emotional wellbeing.
So what is a trigger?
A trigger can set off a chain reaction of thoughts
that can lead to highly charged emotions.
These can be set off by your senses. It can be
something you’ve seen or heard, for example:
You are online and you see a negative comment about
yourself, or after you have been scrolling for a while
you notice a dip in your energy and mood.
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Mood Tracker
What caused the change?
What thoughts did you have about this?
How did that make you feel?
What one thing can you do to change this?
What is it like to acknowledge how that was for you?
Where are you feeling the emotion(s) in your body?

Mood Tracker

P hysical Feelings
Physically place your hand over the
emotional sore spot on your body

Do you feel a heaviness in your chest?
A lump in your throat?
A sense of fear in your gut?
physically does it manifest as tight or knotted
shoulders?
or a queasy feeling in your stomach?

Mood Tracker

P hysical Feelings
Here’s the hard part:
• Stay with the feeling
• Name it
• Soothe it
• Acknowledge the pain
• Name the pain
• Allow the feelings to come up and soften the feeling
This is adapted from ‘soften soothe allow’ which can be found
on selfcompassion.org with free meditations and exercises on how
to cultivate self-compassion.
• Listen to the messages your body is giving you.
• See them as emotional cues rather than emotional enemies.
• Don’t shoot the emotional messenger.

Mood Tracker

• Learn to understand your emotions
• Emotions are not right or wrong, good or bad
• Learn how to do ‘emotional first aid’
(watch the Guy French Ted talk to learn more)
Our emotions serve a purpose and have explicit functions
Your body is incredible; by tuning back into it you can
learn to process each emotion
Ignoring emotions, suppressing them or distracting yourself
away from feeling difficult emotions is not a good idea.
Not only is it ineffective, it will also cause emotions
to build and increase in intensity until a ‘last straw’
sets them off.
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It is at this point that people (or their partner) will
minimise their reaction as an over-reaction.
Watch out for words such as ‘silly’, ’ridiculous’, ’I am
(or you are) being too sensitive’.
This is when you need to do emotional triage:
• What triggered this off?
• Why do I feel this way?
• Have I ever felt this way before?
• What is really under this emotion?
• Is there a fear of rejection, abandonment a fear of
not being good enough, worthy enough, or just enough?
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Where did you learn the message that you had to be a
certain way (look, behave or be) to feel loved and be
lovable? What conditions are keeping you emotionally
bound? Where and who said this to you before?
Developing self-compassion is a work in progress.
However, if you spoke with your friends or even a
stranger the way you do internally to yourself there
would be major consequences.
Try to catch your inner critic (with kindness). This is
the work you need to do to understand why you can
get triggered at work, online or by any of your
relationships.
You’re often dealing with many unmet needs and beliefs
from the past that may not be working in your favour
presently.
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Final Notes
This is part of the work I do every day (and for the past
20 years) at my bWell clinic. My aim is to help people
release the grips of anxiety, trauma, relationship issues, and past
pain that has left a hefty scar. This is also why I wrote
‘The Secret Lives of Adults’, a life manual to help you
understand not only the ‘why’, but to also give you the tools
to know how to change. Each chapter focuses on different
roles of your ‘selves’, starting with your public, private and
unconscious self.
Imagine being curious rather than cantankerous. Imagine
supporting yourself rather than berating every mistake you make.
Moving from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset. Remember
you are human, not perfect. If you have compassion and
understanding for others, but not yourself perhaps now is the
time to add you into the human mix.

Final Notes
Knowing what triggers a change in your mood and what sets
off negative thought loops or spirals is so helpful for
improving the quality of your inner, and outer life. To grow
there are always growing pains. Just recently I recorded my
Audiobook and it was something I had never done before, but
we only grow in the challenges. We grow by walking, not
without the absence of fear, but because we are walking and
we are still afraid. That is courage. I love that courage
comes from the French word for heart. When you
compassionately marry your heart and your mind, the coherence
and emotional tone increases like any muscle. Love your mind,
love your life, embrace uncertainty, embrace the prickly
experiences life throws at you and breathe one breath at a
time. Thanks for taking the time to read this collaborative
Mood Tracker created with Joanne for The Other Side Of
Perfect. I hope it helps you now and always in this journey
that we call life.
Allison Keating
Chartered Psychologist PSI

